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She was deliberately angry with her like this.
Sure enough, the bully boss saw this scene, and immediately his face was
crooked with anger. He drank a lot of alcohol himself. He was the kind of
grumpy person who was particularly lustful. Seeing such a stunning woman
as Shangguan Shuyao throwing her arms at another man, he could not bear
it.
At the moment he groaned and broke out swear words: “Damn! You are a
white face, and you dare to steal women from Lao Tzu?! Lao Tzu is
impatient because you are living!”
He took a bottle of wine directly from the wine table on the side, and strode
towards Lin Ziming.
He was fierce and wicked, and with his hideous appearance, it was really
quite lethal.
In his opinion, Lin Ziming is nothing more than a tall and thin man,
completely inferior to his strong man.
Other people in the bar, seeing this scene, also thought that Lin Ziming was
going to be unlucky.
This society is a society where the weak and the flesh eat the strong. People
who have little ability dare to be heroes to save the United States, that is,
they are all looking for death.
When Shangguan Shuyao saw this situation, the smile on her face became
more intense, and she found that she actually enjoyed the situation.
Lin Ziming has no expression on his face. He knows that it is useful to talk
with such a person, and the most effective way is to do it directly and use his
fist to lie.
Over the years, he has long understood this truth.
So after the opponent walked over, there was no extra nonsense, and he just
kicked it out.
He kicked heavily on the other’s stomach, and it turned out to kick his huge
body of two hundred jin, knocking him out, knocking over the gangsters
behind him.
Suddenly wailed.
Suddenly, there was silence in the noisy scene.
Everyone was stunned, as if he had seen a ghost, looking at Lin Ziming in
surprise.
Lin Ziming said at this moment: “Okay, don’t waste time, let’s go quickly.”
Shangguan Shuyao said: “What’s the hurry, let’s play a little bit first, these
bastards are pretty cute.”
Her words were approved by several other women. For them, fighting this
kind of thing is too fun and the opponent is a group of villains, which makes
it even more interesting.
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Lin Ziming was speechless when he saw their reaction.
These eldest ladies are really full.
Naturally, he would not be willful with these eldest ladies, and directly said
with a calm face: “Hurry up! I don’t have the patience to spend time with
you here.”
Those eldest ladies didn’t even think that Lin Ziming would attack them.
You know, even in Yandu, they are all being sought after.
And Lin Ziming in front of them dare to attack them?
But they immediately thought that the other party was not a small person,
but a master who was appreciated by the military god and even Qin Long
dared to beat them up. In an instant, they were honest and did not dare to
talk back.
Even, they didn’t feel humiliated. Instead, they had an indescribable
excitement and enjoyment. It seemed good to be scolded by a powerful man.
If Lin Ziming knew their thoughts, he would be speechless, seriously
suspecting that they have a tendency to abuse.
Because of Lin Ziming’s kick, the remaining gangsters didn’t dare to act
rashly.
Watching Lin Ziming helplessly, leaving the bar with these outstanding
beauties…
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